Introduction
At several recent conferences, the question "What is Structural Complexity Theory?" has been the source of some lively discussions. At this time there does not exist one commonly accepted answer but the intersection of almost all answers is nonempty. The purpose of this paper is to describe one answer to this question. We will not describe in detail recent technical results, although some will be mentioned as examples, but rather will provide comments about themes and paradigms which may be useful in organizing much of the material. We assume that the reader is familiar with (or has access to) the book Structural Complexity I, by Balcázar, Díaz, and Gabarró [BDG88] .
What is desired in the formulation of a theory of computational complexity is a method for dealing with the quantitative aspects of computing. Such a method would depend upon a general theory that would provide a means for defining and studying the "inherent difficulty" of computing functions (or, more generally, solving problems).
Such a theory would explain the relationships among assorted computational models and among the various complexity measures that can be defined in the context of the models and their different modes of operation, and explain why some functions are inherently difficult to compute. While any such theory must necessarily be mathematical in nature, it cannot be mathematics as such; rather, it must reflect aspects of real computing and contribute to the formal development of computer science.
From the study of specific problems, it has become a widely accepted notion that a problem is not "feasible" unless it can be solved using at most polynomial space and a problem is not "tractable" unless it can be solved using at most polynomial time. Much of the effort in complexity theory has been placed on determining just what functions are tractable and determining methods for showing that some functions are intractable.
While the basic topic of interest is the intrinsic computational complexity of functions, Karp [Ka86] has noted that since the early work of Hartmanis and Stearns [HS65] , where a framework for the study of computational complexity by using abstract machines was introduced, there has been interest in the study of complexity classes and their structure.
The work of Cook [Co71] introducing the notion of "NP-completeness" and that of Karp [Ka72] on reducibilities among combinatorial problems led to the study of reducibilities (as defined in recursive function theory) that could be computed within specific resource bounds, e.g., within polynomial time. This in turn motivated the study of relativized complexity classes, e.g., for some specific set (or language) A, the collection of all sets Turing reducible in polynomial time to A.
Thus, from attempts to define intrinsic computational complexity of functions we have been led to the objects that are most frequently studied in structural complexity theory:
-complexity classes and their structural properties, -reducibilities computed within resource bounds, -complete sets for complexity classes with respect to various reducibilities and structural properties of such sets, and -relativizations of complexity classes and their structural properties.
Why study structural properties? It is our view that structural properties often reflect the inherent computational difficulty of a problem or of a class of problems. When studying some specific problem, one may establish some intuition regarding the difficulty of this problem compared to others. Expressing this intuition formally often leads to the formulation of a structural property. Conversely, by determining whether some specific property is or is not present, it may be possible to develop intuition regarding the difficulty of a problem.
At this point it is appropriate to provide some examples of structural properties. First we show how a structural property is used to provide information about a class of sets.
A set A has polynomial-size circuits if there is a sequence C 1 , C 2 , ... of circuits and a polynomial q such that for every n > 0, the circuit C n recognizes precisely the elements in the set {x ∈ A : |x| = n} and C n has at most q(n) gates.
What kind of set has polynomial-size circuits and what kind of set does not have polynomial-size circuits? One way to answer this question is to provide an intrinsic characterization of the class of sets with polynomial-size circuits, i.e., a characterization of the class that does not directly use the notion of circuit or of circuit size.
A set S is sparse if there is a polynomial p such that for all n > 0, {x ∈ S : |x| ≤ n} < p(n). It is known [Pi79] that a set A has polynomial-size circuits if and only if there is a sparse set set S such that A is polynomial-time Turing reducible to S, i.e., A ≤ P T S. This structural characterization of the sets with polynomial-size circuits provides us with important information about the complexity of such sets. For example, from this characterization we immediately see that every sparse set has polynomial-size circuits. Clearly, there are sparse sets that are not recursive and so there are sets with polynomial-size circuits that are not recursive. To describe a set that does not have polynomial-size circuits, it is sufficient to find a set that is not ≤ P T -reducible to any sparse set. Kannan [Ka82] has shown the existence of a recursive set that does not have polynomial-size circuits; in fact, he showed that there exists a (recursive) set that does not have polynomial-size circuits but can be recognized by a Turing machine using at most exponential space. Our structural characterization also provides intuitive interpretation of polynomial-size circuits. We can regard a set A that is accepted by a polynomial-time oracle machine M relative to a fixed sparse set S as a set with a polynomial-time "pseudoalgorithm" (or, "table look-up algorithm" [Ma86] ); the information obtained from S on all inputs of size n can also be obtained from a "table" since that information involves only {x ∈ S : |x| ≤ q(n)} where q is a polynomial time bound for M. Thus, if a set has polynomial-size circuits, then we can consider that it has a polynomial-time "pseudoalgorithm".
Next, we illustrate how an intuitive idea is formalized by a structural property and how that property is then used.
Often we see some sort of redundancy in a given set. For example, consider SAT, the set of satisfiable propositional conjunctive normal-form formulas. For any such conjunctive normal form formula F 0 , consider propositional variables x 0 , x 1 , ... that do not occur in F 0 , and define F 1 as F 0 ∧(x 1 ∨¬x 1 ), F 2 as F 1 ∧(x 2 ∨¬x 2 ), F 3 as F 2 ∧(x 3 ∨¬x 3 ), ... , so that for every i, F i is in SAT if and only if F 0 is in SAT. Thus, the part (
of F 2 provides no more information than F 0 for determining whether F 2 is in SAT.
This type of redundancy is formally described in introducing the notion of "polynomial padding." A set A is weakly p-paddable if there exists a polynomial-time computable function g such that
(ii) ∀x, y, x ∈ A if and only if g(x, y) ∈ A.
It can be shown that many problems, including SAT and many other NP-complete problems, are weakly p-paddable. This structural property provides us with the way to state our intuition mathematically and to verify it. For example, we intuitively think that a set with a redundant part should have many easy instances; indeed, if a set is weakly p-paddable, then it has an infinite subset in P, that is, it has an infinite subset that is polynomial-time solvable. Note that any set that is not in P must contain infinitely many "hard instances," i.e., it must have an infinite subset that is not in P. We can expect that if a set with a redundancy is not in P, then it should have many such "hard instances"
since each hard instance is accompanied by infinitely many hard instances that are related due to padding. Indeed, if a weakly p-paddable set is recognized by some algorithm whose running time is bounded by a polynomial for all but a polynomial number of inputs, then the set itself is in P! Thus, if a paddable set, say SAT, is not in P, then there is no deterministic algorithm for SAT that has a running time that is bounded by a polynomial on all but a polynomial number of inputs.
In structural complexity theory, we study intrinsic computational complexity of functions by using structural notions. As we have seen in the above examples, we use structural characterizations for obtaining results; we develop our intuition based on structural concepts; and we induce structural properties that reflect our intuition in order to discuss it mathematically (otherwise, intuition is just intuition and it does not provide us with any concrete information). In the following we present additional examples in order to illustrate such research activities. Our examples focus on the notions of reducibilities, complete sets, and related concepts.
Polynomial-Time Reducibilities
One source of structural properties is recursive function theory. Many notions have been "borrowed" from recursive function theory, that is, definitions from recursive function theory have been modified by considering functions computed within certain resource bounds, e.g., polynomial time. Often it has been the case that the modified definitions have been found to express some interesting property of complexity classes. The notion of polynomial time reducibility is one of them.
Given two sets A and B, how do we compare their difficulty? One method of doing this is to use reducibilities that are computable by machines or programs with limited computational resources, e.g., time or space. To do this, we chose the various polynomialtime reducibilities, that is, the reducibilities ≤
, then intuitively we consider A to be no more difficult than B up to a polynomial time computable factor. This intuition is stated more precisely in the context of complexity classes such as NP: for every pair of sets A and B such that A ≤ P m B, B ∈ NP implies A ∈ NP. In other words, the complexity of the set B, that is, an upper bound on the complexity of recognizing membership in B, provides a similar upper bound for the complexity of A, and so we conclude that A is no more difficult than B.
We have similar facts for all the polynomial-time reducibilities mentioned to above. Thus, the notion of "A is no harder than B" can be expressed as A ≤ P r B for any of the reduction types r. However, we feel that as reducibilities ≤ P T is much stronger than ≤ P m . This intuition has been confirmed. 
D.
While this theorem asserts that there are differences between these polynomial-time reducibilities, the consequences of such differences may not be obvious to the reader but can be explained in the following contexts: (i) when we consider "hardness" by using different types of reducibilities, e.g., ≤ P m -hardness for NP vs. ≤ P T -hardness for NP; (ii) when we consider a restriction on the type of sets to which a set is reduced, e.g., a set being many-one reducible in polynomial time to a sparse set vs. a set being Turing reducible in polynomial time to a sparse set; (iii) when we consider a restriction on the complexity of sets to which a set is reduced, e.g., a set being many-one reducible in polynomial time to a set in NP vs. a set being Turing reducible in polynomial time to a set in NP. We will discuss these cases in the following. Next we discuss the "hardness" notions (resp., "completeness" notions) defined by using different types of reducibilities. Recall the definition of ≤ P r -hardness: a set A is
Thus, if we accept the intuitive interpretation for ≤ P r given above, we can regard any ≤ P r -hard set for C as an "upper bound" for C, i.e., every set in C is no harder than A. In the following paragraphs we will abuse the notation and write C ≤ P r A if A is ≤ P r -hard for C. We can rephrase our question about the difference between ≤ P m -and ≤ On the other hand, we expect that a ≤ P T -hard set B for NP need not be as difficult as a ≤ P m -hard set for NP because in the former case we can ask polynomially many queries to B (furthermore, we can generate these queries in an adaptive manner). To verify this we have the following fact.
Theorem 2.3. [SG79] Let C be a (reasonable) complexity class that properly includes the class P. There is a set B such that C ≤
In this last result, reducibilities can be replaced by any other two appropriate polynomialtime reducibilities.
The same approach appears to hold for completeness notions. Recall that a set A is ≤ P r -complete for C if A is in C and every set in C is ≤ P r -reducible to A; that is, A is one of the hardest sets in C. Note that a set A is called C-complete if it is ≤ P m -complete for C. Again (and for the same reasons), we can conjecture that a ≤ P T -complete set need not be as difficult as a ≤ P m -complete set. If this is true, then we can refine the notion of "hardest" by considering different types of reducibilities. Every complete set in C is in some sense a hardest set in C; but ≤ P m -complete sets are more difficult than ≤ P 1-tt -complete sets, and so on.
Despite our intuition, every set that has been shown to be ≤ P T -complete for NP is in fact NP-complete, i.e., ≤ (1) [Wa87b] -There exists a ≤ P 2-tt -complete set for DEXT that is not ≤ P m -complete for DEXT. Notice that part (2) of the theorem disproves our intuition for the case ≤ P m -reducibility vs. ≤ P 1-tt -reducibility. Now let us consider reducibility to sparse sets. For a reducibility of a type r, let P r (SPARSE) denote the collection of sets that are ≤ P r -reducible to some sparse set. Mahaney [Ma86] and Watanabe [Wa87a] explain some of the motivation for studying such classes in terms of pseudo-algorithms for classes such as NP. Recall that the class of sets with polynomial-size circuits, which is one class of sets specified by a type of pseudoalgorithm, is characterized by P T (SPARSE).
Again we can expect that, for example, P m (SPARSE) ⊂ = P T (SPARSE). Indeed, this has been established.
Theorem 2.5. [BK88] (1) The following sequence of classes is a properly infinite hierarchy: P m (SPARSE),
Part (2) of the theorem is proved by showing that if a set is Turing reducible in polynomial time to a sparse set, then it is truth-table reducible in polynomial time to a different sparse set. The proof shows that the adaptive nature of Turing reducibility can be achieved by encoding the information contained in a sparse set into a different sparse set, from which sparse set the same information can be retrieved nonadaptively with only a polynomial increase in time.
Another notion of pseudo-algorithm for a set A is that of a deterministic polynomialtime M such that the symmetric difference of the set A and the set of inputs accepted by M is sparse; such a machine is called a p-close machine for A. The class P-CLOSE is defined to be the collection of sets having p-close machines. Schöning [Sc86] proved that the class P-CLOSE is precisely the boolean closure of the union of the class P and the class of all sparse sets, and that P m (SPARSE) is properly included in P-CLOSE.
Book and Ko [BK88] showed that P-CLOSE is properly included in P 1-tt (SPARSE).
These results can be interpreted in the following way:
(ii) there is a difference between three types of algorithmic systems: those specified by deterministic polynomial-time machines, those specified by p-close machines, and those specified by polynomial-size circuits.
Finally we explain important results concerning the relationship between complexity classes C, which include P properly, and classes P r (SPARSE).
If P ⊂ = C, then the computation necessary to recognize sets in the difference is much more difficult than polynomial-time computation. Thus, we can expect that every polynomial-time reduction should preserve the structural properties of A ∈ C − P; in particular, if A is not sparse, then we can conjecture that for every set B such that A ≤ P r B, B is not sparse. In other words, we can conjecture that no ≤ P r -hard set for C (thus, no ≤ P r -complete set for C) is sparse. By definition, C − P r (SPARSE) is not empty if and only if no ≤ P r -hard set for C is sparse. Thus, we are interested in the question of how complex C must be in order that C − P r (SPARSE) is not empty. There are some important results related to this question. 
Structure of Complete Sets
In the last section we identified the "hardest problems" in a given class C to be the sets that are C-complete (i.e., ≤ P m -complete for C). Consider a class C that strictly includes the class P. Since C-complete sets are considered to be the hardest sets in C, their computational difficulty reflects the difference between polynomial time computation and computation carried out by the devices that specify the class C. One method of investigating the intractability of C-complete sets is to study the ways in which they are similar and the ways in which they are different.
Since the first NP-complete set, SAT, was discovered by Cook, a very large number of problems from combinatorics, computational logic, operations research, and other fields have been found to be NP-complete. Many of these problems appear to be similar in the sense of sharing certain properties. This was first formalized by Berman and Hartmanis [BH77] by using the notion "p-isomorphism," a notion which corresponds to that of recursive isomorphism in recursive function theory. (For any sets A and B, A ≡ P iso B if there exist ≤ P m -reductions from A to B and from B to A, both of which are one-to-one, onto, and polynomial-time invertible. We say that A and B are p-isomorphic if A ≡ P iso B.) They showed that many of the NP-complete sets are p-isomorphic, and they conjectured that all NP-complete sets are p-isomorphic.
In the study of the Berman-Hartmanis conjecture, we have developed the intuition that all NP-complete sets share some type of "similarity" although that similarity may not be as strong as p-isomorphism.
A similarity among NP-complete sets suggests that polynomial-time computation with nondeterministic machines is more powerful than polynomial-time computation with deterministic machines (this is known to be true in the case of oracle machines). Let us consider whether this is the really the case. Let C be an arbitrary NP-complete set.
Then we have SAT ≤ P m C; let f witness SAT ≤ P m C. Suppose that there is not much difference between these two types of computation, that is between deterministic and nondeterministic polynomial-time computation. Then C can be structurally simple: the reduction f compensates for the lack of information in C so that we still have x ∈ SAT if and only if f (x) ∈ C. Indeed, if P = NP, then C can be any set in P (except Σ * and ∅); for example, assuming that SAT is in P, we have the following polynomial-time computable function h which witnesses SAT ≤ P m {c 0 }, where c 0 is any fixed element in Σ * : if x ∈ SAT, then h(x) = c 0 , and if x ∈ SAT, then h(x) = c 1 , where c 1 is any fixed element in Σ * − {c 0 }. On the other hand, if in polynomial time, nondeterministic computation is much more powerful than deterministic computation, then SAT and C must have a similar structure in the sense that no polynomial time reduction has enough computational power to accomplish drastic changes in the structure of SAT compared to that of C. In general, for every reasonable complexity class C that is considered to be much more difficult than P (that is, C contains problems that are far from being polynomial-time solvable), we can expect some similarity for all C-complete sets.
Notice that all C-complete sets are ≡ P m -equivalent, that is, each is ≤ P m -reducible to each other. Thus, we can describe similarity in terms of this type of equivalence. Similarly, if two sets are reducible to each other by ≤ P m -reductions that are one-to-one, then we can conclude that they have similar density. This is the framework proposed by Berman and Hartmanis in order to study the similarity of complete sets for different classes.
Consider the following refinements of ≡ P m -equivalence relations. For any sets A and B, A ≡ P 1,li B if there exist ≤ P m -reductions from A to B and from B to A such that both are one-to-one and length-increasing, and A ≡ P inv B if there exist ≤ P m -reductions from A to B and from B to A both of which are one-to-one, length-increasing, and polynomial-time invertible.
Consider a complexity class C that is more difficult than P, e.g., let C be the class DEXT. We conjecture that all C-complete sets should be ≡ P 1,li -equivalent, that is, they should have this type of similarity. Let us discuss the motivation behind this intuition.
Consider sets A and B in DEXT and let M A and M B be deterministic acceptors running in time 2
cn such that A = L(M A ) and B = L(M B ). Let f witness the reduction A ≤ P m B. The function f may not be one-to-one and length-increasing. That is, the following cases may occur: (i) |f (x 0 )| < |x 0 | for some x 0 , or (ii) f (x 1 ) = f (x 2 ) for some x 1 < x 2 . In these two cases, it may be possible to reduce the computational difficulty of A to a large extent.
Consider case (i). Assume that on x 0 , M A needs 2 cn steps. Then we can decide "x 0 ∈ A?" by running M B on f (x 0 ); observe that this computation is exponentially shorter than that of M A on x 0 (provided that x 0 is sufficiently long). Thus, the reduction f exponentially decreases the difficulty of deciding "x 0 ∈ A?". Consider case (ii). The problem "x 2 ∈ A?" is indirectly reduced to that of "
Thus if x 1 is easier instance than x 2 for M A , then the reduction f can decrease the difficulty of x 2 .
On the other hand, since P is properly included in DEXT, we see that "P-computation" is much weaker than "DEXT-computation," so that it should hardly be the case that f drastically reduces the complexity of A. Thus, these two cases may not occur frequently.
We have the following results that support this intuition.
Theorem 3.1. [Be77, Wa85] Let D be any reasonable complexity class that is specified by deterministic Turing machines and has the property that for some k > 0,
Theorem 3.2.
[GH89] Let D be any reasonable complexity class that is specified by nondeterministic Turing machines and has the property that NEXP ⊆ D, where NEXT def = ∪ c>0 NT IME(2 cn ). Then all D-complete sets are ≡ P 1,li -equivalent.
Berman and Hartmanis [BH77] proved that A ≡ P inv B implies A ≡ P iso B. Note that if every function that is one-to-one, length-increasing, and polynomial-time computable is also polynomial-time invertible, then A ≡ 
Lowness and Sets with Small Information Content
How can one define (and measure) the amount of information encoded in a set of strings?
There are a number of different approaches to answering this question. Perhaps the most obvious method is to identify the amount of information encoded in a set with the inherent computational complexity of the characteristic function of the set; for example, a set that can be recognized in exponential time but not in polynomial time is considered to encode more information than a set that can be recognized in polynomial time. This appears to be a "weak" way to answer the question since it does not describe how the information is generated, encoded, or used.
Another method of defining the amount of information encoded in a set is to consider a function that bounds the generalized Kolmogorov complexity of strings in the set.
Then a set with large generalized Kolmogorov complexity is considered to encode more information than a set with small generalized Kolmogorov complexity.
The idea of the "Kolmogorov complexity" of finite strings provides a definition of the notion of the "degree of randomness" of a string. Informally, the Kolmogorov complexity of a finite string is the length of the shortest program that will generate the string; intuitively, it is a measure of the amount of descriptive information that the string contains.
A string is considered to be "random" if the length of the shortest program that generates the string is almost the same as that of the string itself. This concept has been studied extensively and has found many applications in computer science; the reader will find more topics on Kolmogorov complexity in the survey paper by Li and Vitanyi [LV88] .
A modification of the general idea of Kolmogorov complexity has been developed by Hartmanis [Ha83] : consider not only the length of a program but also, and simultaneously, the running time of the program. One can define a generalized, two-parameter Kolmogorov complexity measure for finite strings which measures how far and how fast a string can be compressed: given functions d and t, a string x is in the generalized Kolmogorov class K[d(n), t(n)] if there is a string y of length at most d(|x|) with the property that some fixed universal Turing machine generates x on input y in at most t(|x|) steps.
A string A has small generalized Kolmogorov complexity if there exist constants c and k
There is an intrinsic characterization of the class of sets with small generalized Kolmogorov complexity, that is a characterization that does not use any of the concepts used in the definition of "small generalized Kolmogorov complexity." This characterization, due to Allender and Rubinstein [AR88] , is as follows: a set S has small generalized Kolmogorov complexity if and only if there is a tally set T such that T is p-isomorphic to S (where p-isomorphism is precisely the concept described in Section 3). The p-isomorphism relation is extremely strong in the sense that it preserves almost all of the properties one studies in structural complexity theory. Thus, for all intents and purposes, when studying sets with small generalized Kolmogorov complexity, one might as well be dealing with tally sets and vice versa.
A third method of measuring the amount of information encoded in a set is to consider the set as an oracle and apply operators that correspond to resource-bounded reducibilities. For example, if A and B are sets such that NP(A) = Σ P 2 and NP(B) = Σ P 3 , then B is considered to encode more information than A since we believe that Σ P 2
. This approach was formalized by Schöning [Sc83] , where the notions of "highness" and "lowness" were introduced. These notions are similar to the ones with the same names studied in recursive function theory. Intuitively, a low set does not contain as much information as a high set. Indeed, it is not hard to see that there exists a set in NP that is both high and low if and only if the polynomial-time hierarchy extends to only finitely many levels. There exists a set in NP that is neither high nor low if and only if the polynomial-time hierarchy extends to infinitely many levels. Furthermore, we expect that there are "degrees of lowness" and "degrees of highness" that are specified by the low and the high hierarchies within NP; that is, the low and high hierarchies constitute infinite hierarchies. Nevertheless, we have been unable to obtain any good results that support this intuition. Every ≤ P T -complete set for NP (thus every NP-complete set) is in H 0 while every set in NP ∩ co-NP is in L 1 .
Sparse sets in NP are in L 2 and sets in NP with polynomial-size circuits are in L 3 [KS85] .
Long [Lo85] showed that for every i ≥ 2, if S is a sparse set in Σ P i , then NP(S) is included in ∆ P i+1 ; this has been extended to show that Σ P i (S) is included in ∆ P i+1 [BT89] . These facts suggest that one might extend the notions of highness and lowness to sets outside of NP. This has been done, both for sets in the polynomial-time hierarchy and sets in general (see [BBS86a] ). Informally, lowness with respect to the classes Σ P i , i ≥ 1, may be interpreted as setting an upper bound on the amount of information that can be encoded in the set, that is, a low set in the polynomial-time hierarchy has the power of only a bounded number of alternating quantifiers, or, equivalently, a bounded number of applications of the NP( )-operator; this is called "generalized lowness." If S is a low set in the polynomial-time hierarchy and NP ⊆ P(S), then the polynomial-time hierarchy extends to only finitely many levels -the level depends on the "degree of lowness" of set S. Longpré and Selman [LS89] have used this type of generalized lowness in their study of promise problems.
Again the notion of sparseness plays a role. The result of Long described above is about sparse sets in the polynomial-time hierarchy. But one can also obtain results about highness and lowness for arbitrary sparse sets, and one such result is described below.
A set A is self-reducible if there exists a deterministic polynomial time-bounded oracle machine M such that relative to the set A, M recognizes precisely the strings in A, and for every n, on every input of size n, M queries the oracle only about strings of length at most n − 1.
Here we focus on just one property: if A is self-reducible and there is an integer k and a sparse set S such that A ∈ Σ P k (S), then Σ P 2 (A) ⊆ Σ P k+2 . After establishing this result, Balcázar, Book, and Schöning [BBS86b] prove that if the polynomial-time hierarchy extends to infinitely many levels, then for every sparse set S, the polynomialtime hierarchy relative to S extends to infinitely many levels. This led to the following result:
Theorem 4.1. The polynomial-time hierarchy extends to infinitely many levels if and only if for every sparse set S, the polynomial-time hierarchy relative to S extends to infinitely many levels if and only if there exists a sparse set S such that the polynomialtime hierarchy relative to S extends to infinitely many levels.
Thus, with respect to the question of whether the polynomial-time hierarchy extends to infinitely many levels, sparse sets are very low. That is, with respect to this question, no sparse set gives any more information than empty set. This same thing is true if one considers the question of whether the class PH, the union of the classes in the polynomialtime hierarchy, is equal to the class PSPACE: no sparse set gives any more information than empty set. In this sense every sparse set has the "ultimate degree of lowness."
The notion of lowness has been investigated in yet another setting. If a set A has the property that DEXT(A) = DEXT, then A is DEXT-low (or, exponentially low). Every set that is exponentially low must be in DEXT but it is known that not every set in DEXT is exponentially low. Being exponentially low means that the set in question cannot encode a great deal of information since applying the DEXT( )-operator does not produce sets outside of DEXT. It is clear that every set in P is exponentially low. Furthermore, it is not hard to see that for any set A with small generalized Kolmogorov complexity, A is exponentially low if and only if A is in P. Hence for every tally set T , T is exponentially low if and only if T is in P. Now it is reasonable to ask whether every exponentially low set is in P; that is, does the property of being exponentially low give an intrinsic characterization of membership in the class P? The answer is "no" as was shown by Book, Orponen, Russo, and Watanabe [BORW88] .
Theorem 4.2. [BORW88] There is a sparse set S in DEXT − P that is exponentially low.
What follows is an intuitive idea of the construction of the set S. From the discussion above, we know that every exponentially low set with small generalized Kolmogorov complexity must be in P. Hence, the desired set S should have elements with high generalized Kolmogorov complexity; indeed, we construct S so that S ⊆ K[n/2, 2 3n ], that is, no element of x ∈ S can be produced from any string of length |x|/2 within 2 3|x| steps.
We can construct such S in DEXT. Now consider any set L in DEXT(S); that is, some deterministic exponential-time oracle machine M accepts L relative to S. Our goal is to define an exponential-time machine that accepts L without using oracle S. Since every element of S has high generalized Kolmogorov complexity (and S is defined to be very sparse), we can prove that M on an input of length n cannot produce any string of S of length > cn during its execution, where c > 0 is some constant depending on M. In other words, if M asks a query y of length > cn, then we know that y is not in S. On the other hand, if M asks a query y of length ≤ cn, then we can answer this query in exponential time by simulating an exponential-time machine that accepts S. Thus, we can simulate M's computation relative to S in exponential time. Hence, every set L ∈ DEXT(S) is in DEXT; therefore, S is exponentially low.
Obviously, one can prove the theorem without using the generalized Kolmogorov complexity notion. However, this notion, which formally describes our intuition about the information encoded by a set of strings, helped us to develop a proof and to explain the idea behind the proof. We believe that this is a one of the important reasons to study structural concepts in complexity theory.
